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CyberScan
Future of
Vibrational
Medicine

Wil Spencer, VMScP, DPSc

In today’s complex industrial world we have
severe malnutrition, an extremely toxic environment contaminated by petrol chemicals, pesticides, pharmaceutical drug residue, genetically
modified organisms and proteins (GMOs) and
un-natural living conditions. Wil’s vision is to
restore our home, our planet and our lives to a
workable and balanced state of health.

Healing
the Human
EM Body
Dr Kathleen Rosenblatt
Pulsed electromagnetic field (PEMF) therapy has
been used to treat almost every human illness or
malady, including many inflammatory diseases
such as arthritis or psoriasis. It consists of a painless pulsing action most commonly been used in
healing soft-tissue wounds and suppressing inflammatory responses at the cell membrane level
to alleviate pain and increase range of motion in
muscles and joints.

Using
Brown’s
Gas
to Fight
Diseases!
George Wiseman
Thousands of people are now healing most diseases simply, inexpensively and at home. Modern medicine is good at THREE things; Diagnosis, Surgery and Mitigating Symptoms of
disease. Modern medicine rarely CURES disease. Cures are not profitable. By mitigating
symptoms the patient feels better while the disease often remains. The MOST any Doctor (or
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With the use of new, German made, modified
Tesla Coil technology we are now able to see
human bodies, animal bodies, soil, water and
more with a view into the frequency or energetic
realm, which exists all around us, like water to a
fish. Gaining this new view of life is paramount
to the advantages of helping the body survive in
our current environmental state of disarray.
Advances in technology incorporating this technology, has made it possible for computers to
communicate directly with the body to determine
the various stressors affecting it. These computers also have the ability to create individualized
protocols to help the body heal and thrive. Feeding the body appropriately increases the body’s
Life Force, brings its chelation system back online and repair/enhance its electrical system!
PEMF therapy up-regulates the body’s functions
and optimizes the body’s ability to heal itself.
Each magnetic pulse induces a tiny electrical
signal that stimulates cellular repair. It improves
the permeability of the cell to take in nutrients
and expel toxins by clearing up the cell membrane---the brain of the cell. This outer layer gets
clogged with sugars and proteins and becomes
‘’carmelized.’’ The stimulator clears the pores
of the membrane and reactivates or rejuvenates
the cell.
PEMF therapy improves the trans-membrane
potential of cancerous cells, helping them to activate aerobic metabolism (oxygen), which also
reduces inflammation, improves blood flow, and
enhances immune function--three actions critical
for eradicating cancer!
anyone) can do is give the body what it needs to
heal… The body ALWAYS heals ITSELF!
We are ~ 62% hydrogen by atomic VOLUME,
so hydrogen is, without question our most important NUTRIENT. Modern medicine is only
now (in the last 5 years) starting to realize the
importance of hydrogen, with hundreds of scientific studies that show AMAZING healing
with ZERO negative side effects.
Almost everyone is chronically dehydrated;
even if they drink lots of water (that’ll be explained). Most diseases are either caused by
and/or exacerbated by dehydration (as in lack
of hydrogen). When dehydrated, the body shuts
down it’s regeneration system (so you scar and
age). If dehydration is chronic, the body shuts
down it’s immune system (so you get sick).
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